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Wow exorsus raid tools guide

Watch live video from BrutallStatic on www.twitch.tv/brutallstaticDelving deep into the display and management of raid cooldown, you have total control over how you want the addon to display the information you requested of it. You have an adjustment option, whether you want to display a spell icon next
to the wording of the cooldown you're tracking, texture, color, font - you name it, you can control it within the Appearance tab. There are even pre-designed templates to choose from to make your life much easier. On top of all, you can have up to ten or fewer single columns to display the different types of
RAID cooldowns as you like. When I used to tank back in the day, I would have a dedicated column for tank cooldown. It is god that I can see all the time that what cooldowns have come from everyone I was grouped or invaded with the tank believe me if you are anything like me gem, charm, belonging to
the right ilvl for given content, and so on. Watch this live video from BrutallStatic on www.twitch.tv/brutallstaticBy using this side of ERT, you can see what each of your attacks is installed and whether the gems and enchants have been applied to sequential pieces of armor and weapons, but you guess it
doesn't stop there. If you want to get wild, you can also see their stats and achievements. Click the button. Click the Rune, Vantas, Run, and Buff buttons. Button, Button, Button. By clicking the button knowingly you will see that those who come prepared and who are not ERT also allow you to see the pills
and use of healthstone, too, so you can slim everyone out of anything on the table during the boss battle. Watch live video from BrutallStatic on www.twitch.tv/brutallstaticAnother features a little neat in this section of ERT as a ready-to-check tool. If you enable this option, you may be activ A new window
will appear highlighting people lacking food or bottles. This allows instant feedback to anyone who may have been a bit forgetful or lazy. Before pulling the boss, you can push the notes to everyone's screen (assuming they're using ERT itself), maybe you want to make a list of RAID cooldowns to use at
the time of high attack damage? Do it What about the crazy ability that people need to watch out for in the final stages of a confrontation? Make it that way. But the real beauty of this section of the addon is the fact that you can specify a lot of the information you want to display on the screen of the person
you are raiding with. You can also add level icons and capability icons throughout your notes as you see fit. So how is it that when you have a line in your record set for the Monk of The Restoration, you can show the magic icon for restoration, it's spectacular, truly watch live video from BrutallStatic on
www.twitch.tv/brutallstaticOh, and one last thing about the recording section, are you ready for this? I mean, actually, Are you ready? You can set up a single note so that part of the item appears only for a specific role in your attack. Yes, let that one sink in. In one note, you can only have a part of the
tank to see the other part, the doctor will see, and the other part only. DPS will see. Reduce clutter and guarantee that you will have to see what's relevant to you and you alone. On top of that, you can also allow a specific person (or person) to view all parts of the note manually. Talk about customization!
Note part of ERT's best moments watch live video from BrutallStatic on www.twitch.tv/brutallstaticLet's go one step further. What if you want to display images or drawings to your attackers? With Visual Note you can do exactly that. Let's say you want to set a position for your intruder before pulling the
boss. Within Visual Note you can add a picture of the room you will fight the boss in, and from there you can use it in any number of directions. You can add text to a photo that indicates where people need to stand and where you expect them to be. You can place a world mark in the picture to send a
signal that they will stay forever in confrontation. You can add You can do a live session of Visual Note, too, meaning you can draw what it is that you are looking to get in the raids on anyone with their ERT open and willing to watch. It is a feature like Visual Note that truly sets addons like ERT together.
I've just touched on this part of the addon but still have more to enjoy, believe it or not, but you have to install the addon and play around with it yourself truly thanks to what it has to offer. If you clap in the PvA scene in World of Warcraft, I can guarantee ERT will be helpful with your day-to-day activities.
There are very few addons that bring this much to the table to take advantage of what it has to offer and give you a chance to win over. Watch live video from BrutallStatic on www.twitch.tv/brutallstaticMaybe Have you ever used ERT for some time already? Please let me know in the comments below
what you love most about addon you hate anything? What update do you want to see? Finally, it is important that you find out what works for you. I suggest you give Exorsus Raid Tools College ol' try because everything you know it may help you in ways you simply can not predict. Good luck and have
fun! This guide was written by BrutallStatic, a streamer and rider who also helped extensively test the Azeroth auto pilot. 19-03-03T22:42:16-66:06:00While 'manual' is a good advertisement for non-believers who do not use ERT to download it by saying that so you can truly see everything that ERT has
provided, I would expect to have more details than 4 or 5 of 15 or so features of addon, of course, that most of the features are described and just take the play around with a little bit, but the actual guide will have at least all the touches that describe what each option does. When 2019-03-03T23:26:05-
6:06:00While the 'guide' is a good advertisement for non-believers who do not use ERT to download it by saying that so you can truly see everything that ERT has provided, I would expect more details than 4 or 5 of 15 or so features addon, of course, as most of the features described and just take
around with a little bit of time, but the actual guide will have at least a touch in every feature that explains each option. In all fairness, the actual guide (and not the landing page you're commenting on, which is written by someone else) is still more fun, believe it or not, but you have to. As a guide author, I
don't feel it's necessary to go over every single feature. For example, the fight rez tracks it, uh... The track rezzes the fight... ;) as you said most of the features, especially ones I didn't go over in the manual explaining myself. I've never claimed that the manual goes over everything, but I think it goes over
the biggest and best features. If you want to see something added to it, please let me know! On 2019-03-04T07:27:11-06:00 Raid tool is a really good addon and I do not understand why people have nit-picks about this was last updated in December 2018 ... it's only a couple of months ago and nothing
important has changed in the way of raiding for addon need to update ... so the claim is that it's adondon. Obsolete is quite ridiculous, really. I'm already using ERT, especially for the cooldown of fellow raider members, ilvl RAID app, jewelry etc (monitoring tool!)... Sure, you can do these things with other
addons like WeakAuras etc. but just a nice lazy way, easy to do it! These spotlights are great for finding out about good addons to use and I don't get why people hate them so much. I'd like to see the guide go into a teeenyweeeny bit more detail, but writing a comprehensive guide is time consuming and
sometimes the best way is to just jump in and explore the tool yourself! On 2019-03-04T08:40:54-06:00, informal comments have been removed. Please stick to everyone's topic. Thank you! On 2019-07-14T14:29:59-05:00 I have a question about RT note my RT notes are over my overlay is it is possible
to make it to the back of the UI?
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